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About us
Token Utility

We are working with the First Japanese coin listing site "JPToken". (https://jptoken.info) As a result, 5% to 10% of JPToken's advertising 
expenses will be repurchased to JP every time development costs It is a mechanism that is said. It's not just a cryptocurrency. It is more 
than a token design.

Skillshare Marketplace

JP Skillshare Marketplace is a skill market where you can easily buy and sell individual skills from business to private use. All services are 
provided online. When purchasing and selling, you can settle your accounts in cryptocurrency. It is safe because JP mediates.

Cryptocurrency News Sites

It provides not only the latest news from overseas, but also high-quality information on blockchain-related technologies. You can get a 
good balance of cryptocurrency-related knowledge from the basics to the latest information.

Focus on development.

Start developing the next generation of useful cryptography.

We value the holder.

We value all the holders. We will hold events as much as possible so that we can give back.



TokenMetrics

JP is designed with long-term value creation 
in mind. We believe that building great things 
right takes time, and success requires a long-
term commitment from your team. This is 
reflected in the following tokenomics:

Network
Binance Smart Chain(BSC)

Total Supply
3,000,000,000

TAX
3%(LP 1%, Marketing 1%, Team1%)

Contract Address



Cryptocurrency News Sites

https://cryptonewsjp.xyz/

It is a cryptocurrency media that covers a wide range of content, from 
important breaking news to original and highly specialized news. You can 

check the market information in a ranking format, and it is explained in an 
easy-to-understand manner even for beginners.



Skillshare Marketplace

From business to private use, it is a skill market where you can easily buy and sell individual skills. 
Settlement can be done in virtual currency.

『List a service』
・Skills are useful
・ You can get work requests
・ You can list at the desired amount
・You can make use of your experience

『Request service』
・We are looking for excellent human resources
・ You can request from a low fee
・ You can compare and study

『Step 4 of Purchasing Services』
1. Search By category narrowing down or keyword 
search Locate the service.
2. Comparative amount A wide variety of delivery dates 
and service formats. Based on the information, we will 
compare them.
3. Interaction We will communicate with the seller in a 
chat format. Check if it matches the conditions.
4. Purchase Buy the services you like. The settlement 
will be cryptocurrency.



The Future of JP

JP is a token that is designed with long-term value creation in 
mind. We will always develop what is necessary for the world 
according to the evolution of the times. We will proceed 
according to the set Roadmap, but on the way to it we may 
add new things. JP does not stop evolving.



KYC AND AUDITING

KYC Description
It's a process of identity verification to verify that you really who you are. The 
identity of the project owner is determined by submitting an ID document 
(passport, national ID) to an automated platform.

How does it work?
The KYC process aims to eliminate fraud and lag pulls from the platform by 
acting as a deterrent to suspicious developers. If one of the project's team 
members scammed an investor: Their true identities will be revealed. This 
information will be made public for those who wish to file criminal charges.

Audit description
The token project is verified to be true. The process of token verification.

How does it work?
Examining the contents of tokens in blockchain-based systems increases 
security.

（JP has KYC and AUDIT.）



PARTNERSHIP

JP is in partnership with First Japanese coin listing site "JPToken". 
Partnerships make the most of each other.

Advantages of JP
JP is a low TAX so that anyone can easily enter. Tax 3% (Liquidity 1%, Team 
1%, Marketing 1%) Advertising expenses from JPToken are returned by 5% to 
10% each time. This can cover repurchases, development costs, and event 
costs. Sales of the matching platform can also be covered as new 
development costs.

Advantages of the listing site JPToken
JPToken's customers are worried about marketing and technology. By using 
the matching platform developed by JP You can solve your customers' 
problems. Game engineer, NFT artist, influencer If you are looking for such, 
you can look for it on the JP's platform.



ROADMAP *Designed with long-term value creation in mind. Development will be added to 
the roadmap as it becomes available.

Step1.
・Website Development 
・White Paper Creation 
・Listing Site JPToken Partnership 
・Stealth Launch 
・Airdrop for V1 holders 
・Telegram Community 1,000 
・SNS Community: 1,000
・AMA with famous crypto influencers

Step2.
・JP Original Swap 
・SNS Marketing
・KYC 
・Audit

Step3.
・Telegram Community 2,000 
・SNS Community 2,000 
・Cryptocurrency News Sites 
・SNS Marketing
・SNS AiBot Development

Step4.
・Listed on the CoinMarketCap and CoinGecko
・Telegram Community 5,000 
・SNS Community 5,000 
・SNS Marketing

Step5.
・Listed on several exchanges 
・Conclusion of partnerships

Step6.
・Skillshare marketplace development 
・Expansion of various communities 
・SNS Marketing

Step7.
・Skillshare marketplace Launch 
・SNS Marketing






